Bit-Z ECOLOGY
ONE. About Bit-Z Exchange
1. Introduce
Bit-Z, established in Hong Kong in December 2016, is one of the most popular digital assets
trading exchanges, providing professional digital asset trading and OTC (Over The Counter)
services. Now, Bit-Z listed over 100 tokens and over 140 trading pairs, with over 1 million
registered users and over 250,000 online traders for 24 hours.

2. Strength
2.1 Technical architecture
Bit-Z Exchange has adopted a global AAA-level protection system for the underlying
technical architecture. It invested a large amount of funds in talents and technical support, and
established security risk funds to resist risk events such as hacker attacks, contract loopholes,
and system abnormalities.
1) Technical protection
Use bank-level SSL secure links to ensure transaction security;
2) Platform stability
GSLB and distributed servers ensure the stability of the platform;
3) Eﬀective trading
Use the trading engine to carry transactions up to 50,000 per second. It can meet the need
for fast deposit and withdrawal, deposit at the fastest speed, small withdrawal of digital assets,
and payment within 5 minutes.

2.2 Prominent Position
According to CoinMarketCap real-time data in May 2018, Bit-Z’s 24H trading volume
exceeded US$300 million, ranking 7th in the world. In June 2018, Tokeninsight, the professional
assessment agency, ranks Bit-Z as BBB, ranking fourth in the world. Bit-Z first initiated Vote for
Launch, that opened a currency listing mechanism, voting, among the whole world. Bit-Z has
always been renowned in the industry.

2.3 Capital Support
In December 2017, Bit-Z received Cyanhill Capital Limited, Wa Sung Investment Limited,
Plum Angel Investment Co.Ltd. for over US$10 million in investment. Up to now, Bit-Z Exchange
has a valuation of 500 million U.S. dollars.

2.4 Team Strength
Bit-Z team includes top talent from the international digital currency industry, as well as
diversified professionals in various fields such as finance, social networking, games, and electric
commerce.
Bit-Z CEO, Jack, former Co-founder and CTO of Yuanbao.
In 2013, Jack entered the blockchain field. As a early developers of blockchain technology,
Jack focuses on the layout of blockchain quality assets and invests in high quality blockchain
projects.
In September 2017, Jack joined Bit-Z as an investor and served as CEO, and began to fully
take over the platform business.
Within three months, the company quickly completed a series of important issues including
brand upgrade, global strategic layout, million-dollar financing including Cyanhill Capital Limited,
Wa Sung Investment Limited and Plum Angel Investment Co.Ltd.. Jack has always been
committed himself to making Bit-Z an industry unicorn.
During his tenure, Jack pioneered the voting modal and introduced the DKKT trading area
for the platform. Jack led Bit-Z into the world's top seven in CoinMarketCap, world’s top four in
Tokeninsight Ranking within a short time, making Bit-Z Exchange have a valuation of 500 million
U.S. dollars.
Up to now, Bit-Z Group's revenue exceeded 500 million yuan, profits exceeded 400 million
yuan, and the number of employees worldwide is nearly 200.
Bit-Z COO, Grace, former Vice President of Guoruitai Holding Company and COO of
Qianbaojinfu.
Grace is the sponsor of the Data Growth Hacking Project. She once visited Waseda
University in Japan and is familiar with overseas markets. Grace has been engaged in financial
product operations and data management operations for eight years.
Grace was responsible for the investment growth of listed company's wealth management
projects, and set an increase of 60 million records in 24 hours, an increase of 76.2%of customers
within one quarter.
Grace initiated 31 financial real estate projects in Japan. Grace’s Kyoto Project broke the
record of 2 million financing for one minute, and her Ginza ABS Project broke the financing record
of 11.4 million in three days.

3. Vision
Bit-Z team is committed to building an international leading blockchain asset trading
platform, always supporting the development of mainstream digital currencies, and giving
decision-making power to the market and community traders.
Bit-Z provides systematic support for the development and ecological balance of the
underlying technology of the blockchain. To promote the globalization of the blockchain and

provide users with stable and secure transaction services is always the Bit-Z Exchange’s primary
vision.

4. Group Strategy Upgrade
After two years’ exploration and development, Bit-Z Exchange has completed group
strategy upgrade in June 2018 and has set up branches in ten countries and regions including
Singapore, Japan, South Korea, Russia and Denmark. Bit-Z put hundreds of millions yuan into
global node support. The upgrade involves the group's ecological system packaging and new
branches of the original business, which aims to promote the global blockchain ecological
construction.
Among them, Bit-Z Strategic Investment Department, Media Research Institute, Ecological
Incubation Department and Project Review Center were launched for the first time as brand-new
businesses. The group's business territory is worth looking forward to. This group upgrade will
start the first battle of the whole platform eco-business. In the future, it will continue to publish
industry actions in terms of underlying technology incubation and support of blockchain, closedloop of the group's ecological development, and review of projects.
Bit-Z platform token will also become a key branch of the group's strategic layout, which
will help the group's global business move towards a sustainable and stable development path.

TWO. BZ
BZ is the ecological token issued by Bit-Z Exchange, abbreviated as BZ. It does not publicly
raise funds from investors.The initial stage of BZ is based on the Ethereum ERC20 agreement. In
the future, the BZ main net will establish more ecological models to boost the development of the
platform. Based on the global eco-development plan of the Bit-Z Group, BZ will have good asset
value preservation, expected value-added space, and stable market liquidity. The value space of
BZ can be imagined. BZ is bringing a series of ecological core welfare benefits to the Bit-Z Group.

1. Currency Supply
BZ has a total issuing amount of 1.2 billion and will not be increased.

2. Allocation Scheme/Release Rule
1) Early Co-Founder Fund:
10% of the total, used to constantly improve the BZ technical framework to always support the
mainstream digital currencies optimization and development.
Release Rule：Start from the second year（It takes 4 years to release.)
2) Security Risk Control Fund:
10% of the total, used for platform security risk control reserve, and will pay for accidents caused
by hacker attacks, contract loopholes, and system anomalies.
Release Rule: Immediately release respond to problems (following the oﬃcial announcement)

3) Group's Ecological Construction Fund:
20% of the total, used in the ecological construction of Bit-Z Group to support the optimization
and upgrading of the group's strategies and to constantly improve the group's ecological
construction.
Release Rule：Start from the first year（It takes 4 years to release.)
4) Group Operating Fund:
10% of the total, used for group market operations and benefit sharing.
Release Rule：Start from the first year（It takes 4 years to release.)
5) Platform Dividend Fund:
50% of the total, used for global partners to share a new model of dividends. Bit-Z defines one
million users as its partners, and is committed to building the world's largest trading platform, and
always works with users to promote the new development of global blockchain ecological
construction.
Release Rule：Start from the first year（Gradually release.)
Special Note:
1) The total amount of BZ is 1.2 billion, which will never be increased. There is no private equity
quota to protect the ecological development of the Bit-Z Group. Bit-Z puts perspective on
industry health and platform self-discipline. BZ minimizes the participation threshold for global
partners and creates a new economy for welfare sharing.
2) BZ employs third-party data disclosure agencies to share data to global partners in real-time.
BZ is committed to creating a fully transparent circulation mechanism.
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THREE. BZ Application Scenarios
1. Global Partner Dividend Sharing
Bit-Z contributes 50% of BZ(600 million) to its global partner's share of dividend distribution,
through "trading mining". After completing mining, Bit-Z Exchange will enter the BZ ecologically
sustainable maintenance phase.
Participation Mechanism：
1) Bit-Z will open "Trading Mining"on June 25, 2018, with a limit of 600 million BZ.
2) Each period is limited to 10 million BZ, gradually released, and the return percentage of
transaction fee will be reduced by 3% after each period are completed.
For example:
In the first phase of 10 million BZ mining, 100% transaction fee will be refunded in the form
of equivalent BZ;
In the second phase of 10 million BZ mining, 97% transaction fee will be refunded in the
form of equivalent BZ;
And so on, gradually decreasing.
3) At the same time of mining, Bit-Z will promote the opening of BZ trading according to the
mining power of the entire network;
4) Before opening BZ trading, Bit-Z will return the transaction fee according to the formula in
(2); and return the transaction fee 100% in accordance with BZ real-time quote price after opening
BZ trading;
5) Price calculation:
Before opening BZ trading:
1BZ = 0.158 USDT
1BZ = 1 DKKT
1BZ = (0.158 / BTC whole network price) BTC
After opening BZ trading: BZ Real-time Quoted Price
Special Note:
1. Bit-Z will evaluate all currencies and continuously pick high-quality trading pairs to open
mining.
2. Bit-Z will restrict accounts with transaction fee discount to participate in mining, in order
to release the welfare extremely to the majority of traders.
3. Bit-Z will restrict the API mining behavior, and the limit of pending orders will be
dynamically adjusted according to the trading power of the entire network.

2. Global Partners Sustainable Development
Bit-Z contributes 50% of BZ(600 million) to its global partner's share of dividend
distribution, through "trading mining". After completing mining, Bit-Z Exchange will enter the BZ
ecologically sustainable maintenance phase.
Participation Mechanism：

1) BZ global partners can enjoy Bit-Z’s profit distribution every quarter. The proportion of
dividends will increase by 5% per year and the upper limit is 35%.
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a. After the mining, the quarterly dividends are calculated after a natural month (for
example, if the mining is completed on January 5, 2019, the dividend calculation cycle for the
first quarter is from February 1, 2019 to April 30, 2019).
b. BZ global partners will get Bit-Z’s profit distribution according to BZ holding amount.
2) BZ global partners can enjoy the transaction fee deduction.
a. After completing mining, BZ holders can choose to pay the transaction fee with BZ while
trading on Bit-Z;
b. When BZ oﬀsets the transaction fee, the oﬀset ratio will be adjusted from 30% to 80%
according to the operation rules.

3. Global Partners VIP Privilege Service
Bit-Z contributes 50% of BZ(600 million) to its global partner's share of dividend
distribution, through "trading mining". After completing mining, Bit-Z Exchange will enter the BZ
ecologically sustainable maintenance phase.
Participation Mechanism：
1) After completing mining, global partners can get VIP service according to the locked
position.
2) After completing mining, according to the locked position, global partners can get
advanced quality currency purchase rights based on Bit-Z’s plan.
3) After completing mining, according to the locked position, global partners can get double
activity award based on Bit-Z’s plan.

4. Global Partners Node Team Quota
Bit-Z contributes 50% of BZ(600 million) to its global partner's share of dividend
distribution, through "trading mining". After completing mining, Bit-Z Exchange will enter the BZ
ecologically sustainable maintenance phase.
Participation Mechanism：
Global recruitment of operating partners who can participate in Bit-Z super-nodes to get
encouraging bonus while enjoying the same benefits and rights of the Bit-Z founding team.
Requirements for entry:
1) Adequate team members and team appeal;
2) Strong team operational capabilities and ecological maintenance awareness.

